Working Plan Priorities of TUYAD 2022

1. Observing the developments in satellite technologies and sharing them with partner
universities
2. Increasing government incentives in the production of electronic industrial products
3. Supporting PAY TV broadcasting and fighting against illegality
4. Abolition of excise duty and reduction of value added tax on mobile communication products
5. Establishment of Vocational Qualifications Authority examination and certification center in
partnership with TUYAD and Marmara University
6. Reducing TRT banderole fees and controlling the use of digital banderole
7. Rearrangement of domestic mobile phone production incentives
8. Reducing the liabilities of our companies on electronic waste
9. Ensuring that PAY TV platforms, which are based and managed abroad, work on equal terms
with domestic platforms
10. Continuation of regional seminars in electronic environment
11. Solving the company problems experienced in the import applications of the Turkish
Standards Institute from a single center
12. Allocating funds for transportation costs under the name of 'export support'
13. Conducting VSAT forum studies in 2022 CABSAT fair in partnership with TUYAD and GVF
14. Planning of EVFED fairs and seminars in ANFAŞ Antalya in partnership with TUYAD
15. Implementation of surveillance on imports of multiswitches and fiber optic products
16. Continuation of URGE studies and their development
17. Istanbul Chamber of Commerce and Istanbul Chamber of Industry studies, preparations for
elections and taking part in committees
18. Planning of TUYAD's new Office
19. Accelerating communication to increase consultation with sector companies
20. Completion of the social project that will contribute to the development of university
students
21. Establishment of trade policy study commission
22. Improvement and support of investments and establishment of working commission
23. Establishment of university tradesmen and non-governmental organizations cooperation
work commission
24. Encouraging and supporting TV content and broadcasting
25. Carrying out studies to facilitate internet television broadcasting in the works of the Radio
and Television Supreme Council and the Information Technologies and Communication
Authority
26. Carrying out studies for the expansion of data centers in our country
27. Accelerating the programs to support tradesmen and small industrialists
28. Working on increasing local national product support
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29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Continuing the training in the virtual environment
Development of remote access studies and smart applications
Supporting the efforts to reduce the tax burden of the employer
Fighting against unfair competition, protecting the rights of domestic platforms without
diminishing them
Smart software support studies and development of smart applications on TV
Improving company relations of authorized services and increasing consumer service
entitlements
Ensuring regulation in internet e-commerce sales
Preparing a video on 'Commercial Professionals Talk in Consumer Electronics'
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